Monday 6th July 2020.
Best read, in the spirit of Fluff Freeman, with this playing in the background
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33vc3U1X7co
Alight Pop Pickers? Here is you Monday night Top 10 countdown – not ‘arf…
It’s new entries with numbers 1 & 2, With a Track (& trace) from the Chief Minister’s twitter page:

“Our robust testing has picked up two asymptomatic cases (out of the 2067 passengers tested so
far). Our track and trace team has worked efficiently to locate all contacts and advised them to
take the appropriate measures.
The border measures that @GovJersey & @PortsofJersey have implemented remain amongst the
best in Europe and are in-line with the latest expert medical advice which STAC has reconfirmed
today
I’d like to thank our testing & contact tracing teams, & all those working at PoJ for their continued
hard work which has ensured the successful implementation of our border measures thus far.
Thanks to their diligence all testing of arrivals has been done within 1hour 20mins”
News
And in at Number 3, up 10 million from last week… Mr Blue Sky…
Financial support for Blue Islands
The Government is to provide a loan of up to £10 million to Blue Islands. The Minister for Treasury
and Resources has signed a Ministerial Decision agreeing to invest in the airline to maintain
important links with regional UK airports and a number of European destinations.
https://www.gov.je/News/2020/Pages/BlueIslandsLoan.aspx
It’s a non-mover at number 4, for the past three weeks… We’ll Meet Again…
Economic Council
Jersey’s newly formed Economic Council has now held three meetings as part of the ongoing work to
create the conditions for a strong recovery post-Covid19
https://www.gov.je/News/2020/Pages/EconomicCouncil.aspx

The highest climber on the plastic slide - At Number 5 – If The Kids Are United
Nurseries that remained open during pandemic to get £65k
The Minister for Education has approved £65,000 of funding to be paid to nurseries which provided
care for children of critical workers and vulnerable children during the lockdown.
https://www.gov.je/News/2020/Pages/NurseriesFunding.aspx
And down five to number 6… (you see what I did there?)
R Kelly – I Believe I Can Fly
The numbers

Negative tests

17028
Confirmed cases

325
Pending results

574
Known active cases

6
Recovered cases

303
Registered deaths

31
Probable deaths

16
Proven deaths

15
How current active cases were identified:
Seeking healthcare 0
Admission screening 1
Planned workforce screening 3
Contact tracing
0
Arrivals screening
2

At 7 – A classis from the Beatles…
Help

The use of Closed Circuit Television has become so commonplace that most people have become
oblivious to the risks that it poses." The Jersey Office of the Information Commissioner’s 'CCTV under
Scrutiny' blog puts closed circuit television in the spotlight. Read more here:
https://www.jerseyoic.org/blogs/cctv-under-scrutiny/
View JOIC guidance about CCTV at Home here: https://www.jerseyoic.org/resourceroom/surveillance-for-individuals/
View JOIC guidance about CCTV in the Workplace here: https://www.jerseyoic.org/resourceroom/surveillance-for-organisations/
The JOIC team can be contacted via enquiries@jerseyoic.org or call the JOIC office on 01534 716530.

At 8, one to watch – The Strawbs – Part of the Union

Thursday 16 July - 10.00am - 11.00am
Register here

Join Hannah Essex, BCC Co-Executive Director in conversation with Frances O’Grady, General Secretary of
the British Trade Unions Congress for our Global Insights Leaders Programme virtual event.
Hannah and Frances will discuss the likely long-term changes in the economy, future demands of the
employment environment and the balance between the right education, expectations of Industry 4.0
following the global pandemic crisis.
Other topics will include the investment in infrastructure and training that will be needed to address the
long-running weaknesses in our skills base and how we must address the diversity and inclusion gaps in
our society to ensure a competitive social and economic environment that is fit for the future
Inside the top 10 – and still outside the building - at number 9
Keeping the Customers Satisfied Simon & Garfunkel
The good people at Government of Jersey Customer & Local Services in La Motte Street have some
wise words…
Customer and Local Services have been able to make it easier for customers by moving our services
online and improving our telephone service. Most services are now available online including registration
cards, paying social security contributions, updating contact details, applying for a free TV licence, and
attestation certificates. Since moving to level 2, if we can’t provide the support the customer needs over
the phone then we can now provide a face-to-face appointments – call CLS on (01534) 444444, email
customerservice@gov.je or go online.

And making up the top ten, it’s not the Wander, it’s not 500 miles, but it is
Blondie – Hanging on the Telephone
Roaming
You may not have done this for a while, so perhaps a timely reminder from the telecoms sector.
Tonight, Roaming tips from JT if you about to head off somewhere…
•

Since the 20th May, all mobile customers on JT One plans have been able to ‘Roam Like
Home’ with their mobile data. This means they can use their domestic mobile data bolt-on
subscriptions when travelling in the UK, Europe or USA. More information on the JT One
plan (which includes unlimited usage on our 1Gb broadband speeds) can be found
here: https://www.jtglobal.com/jersey/jt-one/

•

Customers that aren’t on a JT One plan can still continue to enjoy some of the best roaming
rates in the Channel Islands. The outbound call, text and data rates that are charged to
customers when using their mobile phones in the UK & Europe mirror JT’s local out of
bundle rates. More information can be found here: https://www.jtglobal.com/global/ukeurope-rates/

•

JT offers a variety of mobile bolt-on’s tailored to those pay monthly customers who intend
to use their phone more than the norm. For example, a customer could choose to add our
‘Data roaming bolt-on’ for £5.25 month, reducing their data rate from £3.99/MB in ‘Rest of
World’ locations to 50p. A list of available bolt-on’s can be found
here: https://www.jtglobal.com/global/data-bolt-ons/

•

Excluding the above, JT provides its pay monthly customers with a multitude of options to
assist them in managing financial spend whilst roaming. Namely:

o

When JT recognises that a customer has connected to a foreign network and
accessed mobile data, the customer will immediately be sent a text message
informing them that roaming rates apply and to contact JT if they need more
information.

o

If the customer continues to accumulate data charges, they will receive similar text
messages at set monetary thresholds, i.e. £10, £20, £50, £100 etc.

o

JT generates an internal report on a daily basis to identify which customers have
incurred charges beyond their typical spend. A representative within the JT Call
Centre will then attempt to get in touch directly with the customer to alert them of
any charges that have been incurred thus far, and again to offer the most suitable
bolt-on’s for their needs.

o

The ability to place a £50 monetary cap on their data spend whilst roaming. In other
words, the customer will be permitted to incur up to £50 in data charges before
their service is restricted. If they meet the £50 limit, they will receive a text message
informing them and to get in contact if they would like the cap lifted. More
information can be found here: https://www.jtglobal.com/global/data-caps/

o

They can access real-time billing information and make changes to their plan
24/7/365 through the JT 'My Account' app. More information
here: https://www.jtglobal.com/jt-help/jersey/jt-apps/

Well Monday, you’ve been… alright… not arf’

Fluff Norton

